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She uses a a great deal of personification to allow us to relate to the piece. He stops for her and escorts her.
Finally, the poet leaves th The only thing it does stop is killers from killing people again. Each picture is exact
and inseparably intertwined with the central idea. Nature is also indifferent to death. Her getting on the
carriage is similar to one lying on the deathbed, and the carriage is soon taking her to another world. Many
people in her generation just believed in God, went to church, and looked highly on the events discussed
during church out of fear. Then a wise woman called Altmira, came up with a solution. Why is death called a
civil suitor? Answer: In return to his civility the poet puts away not only moments of work labour but also her
spare time leisure to go with him. Gulliver seems like a gigant. Hasty, rough, terrifying Loud, friendly,
pleasant Inconspicuous and weak Death is portrayed as a gentleman - yet the narrator has very little choice
whether to climb into the carriage or not. The Explicator. She asked God questions through writing poems,
and believed that she had to wait until she died to find out the answers. The narrator is tired The narrator has
finished her day at work The narrator will never again work or participate in any other activity The narrator is
only being polite to Death Here Dickinson is very playfully comparing the ceasing of all activity at death with
the way someone might politely and temporarily stop what she is doing when a visitor arrives 6. How does the
poet present the metaphor of a funeral as the marital procession to eternity? Dickenson's poems offer a
creative and refreshingly different perspective on death and its effects on others. In her poem "Because I could
not stop for Death," she compares dying to a ride in a horse-drawn carriage, and savors the company of Death,
who is personified as the coachman. Where does the poet think of her new house as her grave? She presents
death as a pilot leading the human souls through the sea of life to the shore of eternity. It simply cannot be
argued that a killer, once executed, can ever kill again. Explain your answer. Thus the three characters are
represented by the three phases of their journey presented in the poem.


